Golgi electron microscopic study of the cerebral cortex after transient cerebral ischemia and reperfusion in the gerbil.
Fine structures of defined neurons and their dendritic processes were studied in the cerebral cortex of gerbil brains by using Golgi electron microscopy during progressive cerebral ischemia for 10 and 20 min and after reperfusion for up to 72 h following transient ischemia for 20 min. The periphery of ascending dendrites of the vulnerable neurons in layers III and Vb became distended immediately after ischemia with swollen mitochondria and disintegrated microtubules, but the proximal portion of the same dendrites remained unchanged. After reperfusion for 6 h, distension of the dendroplasm of the impregnated dendrites in layer I receded, but the proximal portion of the same dendrites showed indentation caused by swollen astrocytic processes and derangement of microtubules inside. Polyribosomes in most neuronal perikarya were disaggregated, but severe neuronal damage was rarely found among those neuronal cell bodies impregnated by the Golgi method. Recovery with reaggregation of polyribosomes and realignment of microtubules was more clearly observed after reperfusion for 24 h and thereafter in impregnated neurons. These results indicated that impregnation during progressive ischemia occurred in many neurons with progressive structural damage but that impregnation during reperfusion occurred in a limited number of neurons with limited damage, allowing us to observe the recovery process, and that neuronal derangement in the dendrosomatic direction initially occurred both in the irreversibly damaged neurons and in the reversibly damaged ones. It is possible that disintegration of microtubules and the resulting disruption of dendritic transport may contribute to subsequent development of delayed neuronal death, if the recovery process does not take place promptly. Golgi electron microscopy is useful for ultrastructural investigation of defined neurons and their dendrites together and may be applicable for investigation of selected neuropathologic conditions.